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Abstract
In 1996, A. Seb}o[11] raised the following two conjectures concerned with the famous Strong
Perfect Graph Conjecture: (1) Suppose that a minimally imperfect graph G has a vertex p
incident to 2!(G)− 2 determined edges and that its complement G has a vertex q incident to
2(G)− 2 determined edges. (An edge of G is called determined if an !-clique of G contains
both of its endpoints.) Then G is an odd hole or an odd antihole. (2) Let v0 be a vertex of a
partitionable graph G. And suppose A; B to be !-cliques of G so that v0 2 A \ B. If every
!-clique K containing the vertex v0 is contained in A [ B, then G is an odd hole or an odd
antihole. In this paper, we will prove (1) for a minimally imperfect graph G such that (p; q)
is a determined edge of either G or G, and prove (2) for a minimally imperfect graph G such
that G is C4-free and edges of G are all determined edges. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Preliminaries
A graph means a simple undirected graph throughout this note. For a graph
G=(V (G); E(G)), G denotes the complement of G, (G) ( for short) its chromatic
number, !(G) (! for short) the cardinality of its maximum clique and (G) ( for
short) the cardinality of its maximum stable set. For V 0V (G), G(V 0) denotes the
subgraph of G induced by V 0. A pair of vertices is called a non-edge if it is a pair of
non-adjacent vertices.
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An edge xy of a graph G is critical if (G − xy)>(G). A pair of non-adjacent
vertices (x; y) of a graph G is a critical non-edge if !(G+ xy)>!(G). That is, (x; y)
is a critical non-edge of G if and only if xy is a critical edge of G.
A graph G is !-colorable if (G)=!(G). If every !-coloring of G induces the
same partition of V (G), then we say G is uniquely !-colorable (uniquely colorable
for short).
If K is an (! − 1)-clique of G, then the relation xKy (x; y2V (G)) means that
x; y =2 K and K [ x, K [y are !-cliques. The relation xKy is called a forcing (by
cliques). Clearly, (x; y) is a critical non-edge of an !-colorable graph G if and only
if G has some (! − 1)-clique K such that xKy is a forcing. We say that x and y
are forced in the graph G, if they are in the same connected component of the graph
determined by the critical non-edges. If x and y are forced in a !-colorable graph G,
then both x and y are contained in same color class of any !-coloring of G, and hence
any two forced vertices of G are non-adjacent. A stable set U of an !-colorable graph
G is called a forced color class if U meets every !-clique and if critical non-edges
induced by U form a connected spanning subgraph of G(U ). If S is an (− 1)-stable
set, then the relation xSy (x; y2V (G)) will mean that x; y =2 S and S [ x, S [y are
stable sets. The relation xSy will be called a co-forcing. If G is !-colorable, then xy
will be a critical edge of G if and only if G has some (−1)-stable set S such that xSy
is a co-forcing. We say that two vertices are co-forced in G, if they are forced in G. If
( G)= (G) then any two co-forced vertices are adjacent. A graph G is perfect if, for
each induced subgraph H of G; H is !-colorable. Lovasz [5, 6] proved that a graph
G is perfect if and only if G is perfect. A graph G is called a minimally imperfect
graph if G is not perfect but all of its proper induced subgraphs are perfect.
A chordless odd cycle with at least ve vertices is called an odd hole, and the
complement of an odd hole is called an odd antihole. In 1961, Berge [1] conjectured
that every minimally imperfect graph is an odd hole or an odd antihole. This conjecture
is called the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture, and it still remains a great challenge
to researchers.
Lovasz [6] proved that every minimally imperfect graph G is partitionable, that is,
jV (G)j= (G)!(G)+1, and for arbitrary v2V (G) G−v can be partitioned both into 
!-cliques and into ! -stable sets. If G is partitionable, then clearly, (G)=!(G)+1,
(G − v)=!(G)=!(G − v), and G is also partitionable.
Padberg [7] proved that all the -stable sets of a minimally imperfect graph G can
be listed as follows: Fix an arbitrary -stable set S, and consider an !-coloration of
G−s for each s2 S (we denote the set of the color classes of G−s by S(G−s)); then
fSg[ (Ss2 SS(G− s)) contains all of the -stable sets of G and jfSg[ (Ss2SS(G−
s))j= (G)!(G)+ 1. As a consequence G− v is uniquely colorable for any v2V (G).
Bland et al. [2] observed that, the same properties hold for partitionable graphs.
From now on in this subsection, we will assume that G is always partitionable.
Since for arbitrary v2V (G) G − v is uniquely colorable, we can use the notation
SG(−a; b) (S(−a; b) for short,) to denote the color class of G − a which contains b;
similarly, KG(−a; b) (K(−a; b) for short,) denotes the !-clique of G which contains
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b and is a color class of G − a. Clearly, KG(−s; a) is the unique !-clique disjoint
from SG(−a; s). If K is an !-clique, there exists a unique -stable set disjoint from K
denoted by S(K). The unique !-clique disjoint from the -stable set S is denoted by
K(S). Moreover, it can be easily deduced from the above observation that each vertex
of G is contained in exactly !!-cliques and in exactly  -stable sets.
T V (G) is called a small transversal if jT j6(G) + !(G) − 1, and if T meets
every !-clique and every -stable set of G. Chvatal [3] has shown that no minimally
imperfect graph has a small transversal.
We can make another graph I(G) from G so that each vertex of I(G) corresponds
to each !-clique of G and each edge of I(G) corresponds to each pair of intersecting
!-cliques of G. I(G) is called the intersection graph of G. Tucker [9] has proved that
I(G) is again partitionable, with the same parameters.
Let us call an edge of a graph H determined if there exists an !-clique containing
both of its endpoints. A pair of vertices (p; q) of a graph H is called a weak pair if
(p; q) is neither a determined edge of H nor of H . Tucker [9] has noted that I(I(G))
can be obtained from G by deleting all of its non-determined edges.
Let K be an !-clique of G, S an -stable set of G and p a vertex of I(G). Then
vI(G)(K) (v(K) for short,) denotes the vertex of I(G) corresponding to K , KG(p)
(K(p) for short,) denotes the !-clique of G corresponding to p of I(G). We dene
vI(G)(S)  vI(G)(K(S)) and SG(p)  S(KG(p)). They are denoted by v(S) and S(p)
for short, respectively. Moreover, let q be a vertex of G, Q be an !-clique of I(G)
and U be an -stable set of I(G). Then KI(G)(q) (K(q) for short,) denotes the !-
clique of I(G) whose vertices are the !-cliques of G containing q. Since the above
mapping from the vertices of G to the !-cliques of I(G) is also bijective, (easy to
check,) we can dene the notation vG(Q) (v(Q) for short,) in the same way. SI(G)(q) 
S(KI(G)(q)) and vG(U )  vG(K(U )). They are denoted by S(q) and v(U ) for short,
respectively.
Throughout this paper we will use all of the so far stated facts without further
reference in the sequel.
All of the following properties of G are well known. (For their proofs, see Seb}o
[8].)
(P1) If xy2E(G) is a critical edge, then the ( − 1)-stable set S for which xSy a
co-forcing is uniquely determined. That is, S = S(−x; y)− y. Moreover, the !-
clique Kx containing x and not y is also uniquely determined, and Kx =K(S [y)
=K(−y; x).
(P2) Let x; y2V (G). Then xy is a critical edge in G if and only if G has exactly
!− 1 dierent !-cliques containing fx; yg.
(P3) If x0x1; x1x2; : : : ; xk−1xk(16k<!) are critical edges and the corresponding co-
forcings are x0S1x1; : : : ; xk−1Skxk , then Si [ xi is the color class of xi in the col-
oration of G − x0 (i=1; : : : ; k).
(P4) If x0x1; : : : ; xk−1xk(16k<!) are critical edges, then fx0; : : : ; xkg is a clique and
for the corresponding co-forcings xi−1Sixi (i=1; : : : ; k); Si \ Sj = ; if i 6= j2
f1; : : : ; kg.
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(P5) If aQb is a forcing and aSc is a co-forcing, then exactly one of b2 S and c2Q
holds.
(P6) Suppose that fx; yg is a subset of either V (G) or V (I(G)). Then (x; y) is a
critical non-edge [critical edge, resp.] if and only if (v(K(−x; y)); v(K(−y; x)))
is a critical edge [non-edge, resp.].
1.2. Results
A. Seb}o [8] proved that the strong perfect graph conjecture is true if and only if
every minimally imperfect graph has a forced color class. Moreover, he investigated
about the case when the intersection graph of a minimally imperfect graph has a forced
color class.
Both the odd hole and the odd antihole are isomorphic to their intersection graphs,
respectively. So, if the strong perfect graph conjecture is armative, the intersection
graph of a minimally imperfect graph should be also minimally imperfect.
Seb}o observed that the intersection graph I(G) of a partitionable graph G has a
forced color class if and only if G has a vertex v incident to 2(G) − 2 determined
edges.
Thus, the following conjecture arises in view of the strong perfect graph conjecture.
Seb}o's Conjecture 1 [8]. Let G be a minimally imperfect graph with a vertex p incident
to 2!(G)−2 determined edges. And suppose G to have a vertex q incident to 2(G)−2
determined edges. Then G is an odd hole or an odd antihole.
In Section 2, we will prove the following theorem concerned with this conjecture.
Theorem 1. Let G be a minimally imperfect graph with a vertex p incident to
2!(G)−2 determined edges. And suppose G to have a vertex q incident to 2(G)−2
determined edges. Then if (p; q) is not a weak pair; G is an odd hole or an odd
antihole.
The following corollary can be easily deduced from the above.
Corollary 1. If every minimally imperfect graph G has a vertex incident to 2!(G)−2
determined edges and no weak pair; then the strong perfect graph conjecture is true.
Remark 1. Theorem 1 implies that Seb}o’s Conjecture 1 is armative if \no minimally
imperfect graph has a weak pair". is armative. Although this statement is an easy
consequence of the strong perfect graph conjecture, it is unknown whether it is true or
not. Moreover, I think that, if the pair (p; q) as is described in Seb}o’s Conjecture 1
is a weak pair of a partitionable graph G, then it is next to impossible to show that
G has a small transversal, except for some trivial cases. Instead, we can show the
existence of an odd hole (or an odd antihole) as a proper induced subgraph of G if
G and q satisfy some particular conditions explained bellow. (In this case we do not
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assume the existence of p in G.)
Denition 1. Let v0 be a vertex of a partitionable graph G. And suppose A; B to be
!-cliques of G so that v0 2A\B. If every !-clique K containing the vertex v0 is
contained in A[B, then the set fv0; A; Bg is called a local semi-web structure of G.
Clearly, if a vertex v0 and its neighbors N (v0) of a partitionable graph G together
form a local semi-web structure, then the vertex v0 is incident to 2! − 2 determined
edges of G, and hence I( G) has a forced color class.
Furthermore, Ravindra raised the following conjecture (see Chvatal [4]).
Ravindra's Conjecture. If G is a minimally imperfect graph and if a vertex v2V (G)
has exactly 2!− 2 neighbors; then v and its 2!− 2 neighbors together form a local
semi-web structure of G.
Concerned with this structure, Seb}o [8] proved the following theorem.
Seb}o's Theorem 1 [8]. Let G be a partitionable graph such that G has a local semi-
web structure fv0; A; Bg. Then there exists a unique order v−(!−1); : : : ; v−1;
v0; v1; : : : ; v!−1 of A[B so that A= fv−(!−1); : : : ; v−1; v0g; B= fv0; v1; : : : ; v!−1g and
fvi; vi+1; : : : ; vi+!−1g is an !-clique in G for all i= − (!− 1); : : : ;−1; 0.
According to Seb}o [8], in 1992 Maray and Preissmann raised the question of
proving the strong perfect graph conjecture for the so-called \claw-free neighborhood
graphs". (That is for graphs each subgraph H of which or its complement contains a
vertex v2V (H) such that (NH (v))62:)
Seb}o [8] pointed out that their question is equivalent to the following.
Seb}o's Conjecture 2 [8]. Suppose that a minimally imperfect graph G has a local
semi-web structure fv0; A; Bg. Then G is an odd hole or odd antihole.
However, he mentioned that this statement seems to be dicult to prove.
In Section 3, we will prove the following theorem concerned with the above con-
jecture.
Theorem 2. Suppose that G is a C4-free partitionable graph and that G has a local
semi-web structure. Then; at least one of the following statements holds.
(1) I(I(G)) has an odd hole as its induced subgraph.
(2) G has a small transversal and is not minimally imperfect.
Thus, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Suppose that a minimally imperfect graph G has a local semi-web struc-
ture fv0; A; Bg and that G is C4-free and edges of G are all determined edges. Then
G is an odd antihole.
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Remark 2. If F is a four-vertex graph, the strong perfect graph conjecture for F-
free graphs still remains unresolved only if F is either C4 or its complement 2K2.
Moreover, if we delete some non-determined edges of a partitionable graph G, the
graph that results still remains partitionable. That is, if the complement of a C4-free
partitionable graph G necessarily has a local semi-web structure, the deletion of the
non-determined edges of G makes the remainder graph another partitionable graph for
which the strong perfect graph conjecture holds true for it.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
Throughout this section, we will assume that G is a minimally imperfect graph which
has a vertex p incident to 2!(G) − 2 determined edges, and that G has a vertex q
incident to 2(G) − 2 determined edges. NGdet(p) denotes the set of the 2!(G) − 2
vertices which are adjacent to p by the 2!(G) − 2 determined edges. In the same
way, N Gdet(q) denotes the set of the 2(G)− 2 vertices which are adjacent to q by the
2(G)− 2 determined edges of I( G). Then some results in Seb}o [8] can be restarted
in the terminology here as follows.
(P7) SI(G)(q) (S(q) for short,) is a forced color class of I(G) and KI(G)(p) (K(p)
for short,) is a forced color class of I( G).
(P8) For arbitrary vertex u2V (G); u2NGdet(p) [u2N Gdet(q), resp.] if and only if
KI(G)(u)
\K(p) 6= ; [SI(G)(u)\ S(q) 6= ;, resp.].
(P9) The critical edges [critical non-edges, resp.] of I(G) induced by K(p) [S(q),
resp.] form a connected spanning tree of K(p) [S(q), resp.]. Henceforth we will
denote these spanning tree by HK(p)cri and H
S(q)
cri ; respectively.
Seb}o's Theorem 2 [8]. If H is partitionable; v1; v2 2V (H); v1Kv2; where K is an
(!−1)-clique; and there exist u1; u2 2K (not necessarily distinct); such that u1v1; u2v2
are critical edges; then H is an odd hole or antihole or has a small transversal.
Seb}o's Theorem 3 [8]. Let H be partitionable; and suppose that there exists a vertex
of H which is adjacent to two critical edges and one critical non-edge. Then H is an
odd hole; odd antihole or has a small transversal.
By using these theorems, Seb}o [8] proved that Seb}o’s Conjecture 1 is armative in
almost all cases, except for the following (see Fig. 1).
Case 1: I(G) has ve vertices x=K(p)\ S(q); a; d2K(p) and b; c2 S(q), two
( − 1)-stable set Sax; Sdx and two (! − 1)-cliques Kbx; Kcx so that both aSaxx and
dSdxx are co-forcings and that both bKbxx and cKcxx are forcings.
Throughout this section, let us assume that the conditions in Case 1 hold for G. Then
!(G)=!(I(G))= jK(p)j>3 and (G)= (I(G))= jS(q)j>3. And since x[ Six (i2
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Fig. 1. The conditions in Case 1.
fa; dg) is an -stable set and x[Kjx (j2fb; cg) is an !-clique, Six \Kjx = ; for all
i2fa; dg and j2fb; cg. Moreover, according to (P4), all Sax, Sdx, Kbx and Kcx are
pairwise disjoint. And according to (P5), we have the following.
If b2 Sax then b =2 Sdx and hence d2Kbx. If d2Kbx then d =2Kcx and hence c2 Sdx.
If c2 Sdx then c =2 Sax and hence a2Kcx. Moreover, if b =2 Sax then a2Kbx. If a2Kbx
then a =2Kcx and hence c2 Sax. If c2 Sax then c =2 Sdx and hence d2Kcx. If d2Kcx
then d =2Kbx and hence b2 Sdx.
Thus, Case 1 is subdivided into the following two sub-cases.
Case 1.1: a2Kcx; d2Kbx; b2 Sax and c2 Sdx.
Case 1.2: a2Kbx; d2Kcx; b2 Sdx and c2 Sax.
The two vertices a and d [b and c, resp.] are symmetrical in the conditions of
Case 1. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume here that the conditions of
Case 1.1 holds for I(G). Then, the following four properties of G are deduced from
(P1) (see Fig. 2).
(P10) KI(G)(−x; c)= c[Kcx =KI(G)(−x; a).
(P11) KI(G)(−x; b)= b[Kbx =KI(G)(−x; d).
(P12) KI(G)(−a; x)=K(SI(G)(−x; a))=K(a[ Sax)=K(SI(G)(−x; b))=KI(G)(−b; x).
(P13) KI(G)(−d; x)=K(SI(G)(−x; d))=K(d[ Sdx)=K(SI(G)(−x; c))=KI(G)(−c; x).
Then we will prove that, in this case, the pair (p; q) of G is a weak pair.
First we will clarify the relation between the set fp;NGdet(p)g in G and K(p) in
I(G).
Lemma 1. The following three conditions hold for G.
(1) Suppose that r is a vertex whose degree on HK(p)cri [H
K(p)
cri ; resp.] is one. Then
(p; v(KI(G)(−r; x))) [(q; v(SI(G)(−r; x))); resp.] is a critical edge of G [ G; resp.].
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Fig. 2. The structure around the set of vertices fx; a; b; c; dg of I(G).
Fig. 3. The structure of the set fp; NGdet(p)g in G.
(2) At least two of the 2!(G) − 2 [2(G) − 2; resp.] determined edges incident to
p [q; resp.] are critical edges of G [ G; resp.].
(3) NGdet(p) [N
G
det(q); resp.] is (uniquely) partitioned into exactly !(G)−1 [(G)−1;
resp.] those pairs of vertices which are all critical non-edges [ critical edges;
resp.] of G (Fig. 3).
Proof of Lemma 1. (1) Since HK(p)cri −r [HS(q)cri −r, resp.] is connected, K(p)−r [S(q)−
r, resp.] is contained in KI(G)(−r; x) [SI(G)(−r; x), resp.]. Thus jKI(G)(−r; x)\K(p)j=
!−1 [jSI(G)(−r; x)\ S(q)j= − 1, resp.]. Then according to (P6), (p; v(KI(G)(−r; x)))
is a critical edges of G [ G, resp.].
(2) According to (P9), both HK(p)cri and H
K(p)
cri are trees, and hence each of them has
at least two vertices whose degrees are one. Then by applying (1) to these vertices,
(2) can be deduced.
(3) Now, let uv be an arbitrary edge of HK(p)cri . Then according to (P1), G has
only one (− 1)-stable set Suv such that uSuvv holds. Then, according to (P6), (vG(K
(u[ Suv)); vG(K(Suv [ v))) is a critical non-edge of G. And according to (P8), both
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vG(K(u[ Suv))= vG(K(−v; u)) and vG(K(Suv [ v))= vG(K(−u; v)) are contained in
NGdet(p). Moreover, according to (P4), for any uv 6= yz 2E(HK(p)cri ), u[ Suv 6= y[ Syz
and hence vG(K(u[ Suv)) 6= vG(K(y[ Syz)). And since HK(p)cri has exactly !−1 edges,
we can partition NGdet(p) into exactly !(G) − 1 critical non-edges of G. The validity
of the statements about q can be proved in the same way.
Thus, we have completed the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. G has four sets of vertices Q; VQ; S; VS and four vertices v(KI(G)(−a; x));
v(KI(G)(−x; b)); v(KI(G)(−x; c)); v(KI(G)(−d; x)) such that all of the following condi-
tions hold for them.
(1) Q  KG(a)\KG(d); S  SG(b)\ SG(c). Then QKG(x); jQj=!−2; p2Q; Q−
pNGdet(p); S  SG(x); jSj= − 2; q2 S; and S − qN Gdet(q).
(2) (NGdet(p)\N Gdet(q))(
S
i2fa; dg v(KI(G)(−i; x)) +
S
j2fb; cg v(KI(G)(−x; j))):
(3) Q; S and (
S
i2fa; dg v(KI(G)(−i; x))+
S
j2fb; cg v(KI(G)(−x; j))) are pairwise disjoint.
From (1){(3); we can dene
VQ  NGdet(p)− (Q − p)−
S
i2fa; dg
v(KI(G)(−i; x))−
S
j2fb; cg
v(KI(G)(−x; j))
and
VS  N Gdet(q)− (S − q)−
S
i2fa; dg
v(KI(G)(−i; x))−
S
j2fb; cg
v(KI(G)(−x; j)):
Then;
(4) jVQj=!− 3 and jVS j= − 3.
(5) If either (i; j)= (a; c) or (b; d); then (v(KI(G)(−i; x)); v(KI(G)(−x; j))) is a critical
edge of G. Moreover; if either (i; j)= (a; b) or (d; c); then (v(KI(G)(−i; x)); v(KI(G)
(−x; j))) is a critical non-edge of G.
(6) There are !− 3 [− 3; resp.] pairwise disjoint critical non-edges [critical edges;
resp.] each of which intersects both VQ [VS; resp.] and Q − p [S − q; resp.].
(7) G has at least two critical edges [critical non-edges; resp.] incident to p [q; resp.]
such that both of its endpoints are contained in Q [S; resp.] (Fig. 4).
Proof of Lemma 2. (1) Since both ax and dx are critical edges in I(G), it follows from
(P2) that I(G) has at least !−2 !-cliques containing fa; x; dg. Moreover, it is deduced
from (P1) and (P4) that SI(G)(−x; a) 6= SI(G)(−x; d) and SI(G)(−a; x) 6= SI(G)(−d; x),
and hence KI(G)(−a; x) 6= KI(G)(−d; x) and SI(G)(−x; a) 6= SI(G)(−x; d). And from
these facts it follows that the !-cliques containing fa; dg are exactly the ! − 2 !-
cliques containing fa; x; dg. That is, Q=KG(a)\KG(x)\KG(d) and jQj=!−2. Since
fa; x; dg2K(p), Q=KG(a)\KG(x)\KG(d) 3 p. For arbitrary u2Q−p the edge pu
is clearly a determined edge, and hence Q − pNGdet(p). In the same way, it can be
proved that S = SG(b)\ SG(x)\ SG(c), jSj= − 2, q2 S and S − qN Gdet(q).
(2) From (P10) and (P11), v(KI(G)(−x; c))= v(KI(G)(−x; a)) and v(KI(G)(−x; b))
= v(KI(G)(−x; d)). Thus, fp; v(KI(G)(−x; c))gKG(a) and fp; v(KI(G)(−x; b))g
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Fig. 4. The structure of G which satises the conditions in Case 1.1.
KG(d). And hence,
NGdet(p)
 S
i2fa; dg
v(KI(G)(−i; x)) +
S
j2fb; cg
v(KI(G)(−x; j))
!
:
In the same way, according to (P12) and (P13),
v(KI(G)(−a; x))= v(KI(G)(−b; x))= v(SI(G)(−x; b))
and
v(KI(G)(−d; x))= v(KI(G)(−c; x))= v(SI(G)(−x; c)):
Thus, fq; v(KI(G)(−a; x))g SG(b) and fq; v(KI(G)(−d; x))g SG(c) hold. And hence,
N Gdet(q)
 S
i2fa; dg
v(KI(G)(−i; x)) +
S
j2fb; cg
v(KI(G)(−x; j))
!
:
(3) According to (1), Q=KG(a)\KG(x)\KG(d). Moreover, in the above proof of
(2), we have shown that v(KI(G)(−x; c))= v(KI(G)(−x; a)) and v(KI(G)(−x; b))=v(KI(G)
(−x; d)). Hence,
Q\
 S
i2fa; dg
v(KI(G)(−i; x)) +
S
j2fb; cg
v(KI(G)(−x; j))
!
=
 T
h2fa; x; dg
KG(h)
!
\
 S
i2fa; dg
v(KI(G)(−i; x))[ v(KI(G)(−x; i))
!
= ;:
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Similarly, S = SG(b)\ SG(x)\ SG(c); v(KI(G)(−a; x))= v(SI(G)(−x; b)) and v(KI(G)
(−d; x))= v(SI(G)(−x; c)), and hence
S \
 S
i2fa; dg
v(KI(G)(−i; x)) +
S
j2fb; cg
v(KI(G)(−x; j))
!
=
 T
k2fb; x; cg
SG(k)
!
\
 S
j2fb; cg
v(SI(G)(−x; j))[ v(SI(G)(−j; x))
!
= ;:
Q\ S = ; is obvious from KG(x)\ SG(x)= ;.
(4) (4) is obvious from denitions.
(5) According to (P10) and (P11),
(v(KI(G)(−a; x)); v(KI(G)(−x; c)))= (v(KI(G)(−a; x)); v(KI(G)(−x; a)))
and
(v(KI(G)(−d; x)); v(KI(G)(−x; b)))= (v(KI(G)(−d; x)); v(KI(G)(−x; d))):
Then, according to (P6), they are critical non-edges of G corresponding to the crit-
ical edges ax and dx of I(G). In the same way, combining (P12), (P13) and (P6)
together, we have that (v(KI(G)(−a; x)); v(KI(G)(−x; b))) and (v(KI(G)(−d; x)); v(KI(G)
(−x; c))) are critical edges of G corresponding to the critical non-edges (b; x) and (c; x)
of I(G), respectively.
(6) From Lemma 1, it follows that NGdet(p) is partitioned into exactly !(G) − 1
those pairs of vertices which are critical non-edges of G. We presented two of them in
(5). Thus, the other ((!− 1)− 2)= (!− 3) critical non-edges should be contained in
VQ [ (Q−p). Then, since Q−p is a clique, there is no critical non-edge such that both
of its endpoints are contained in Q−p. Hence we have !−3 pairwise disjoint critical
non-edges each of which intersects both VQ and Q − p. It can be proved similarly
about the case of q.
(7) Let r be a vertex whose degree on HK(p)cri is one. Then, according to Lemma 1,
(p; v(KI(G)(−r; x))) is a critical edge of G. Moreover, for this r,
v(KI(G)(−r; x))2KG(x)=Q[
 S
i2fa; dg
v(KI(G)(−i; x))
!
:
Thus, the endpoints of the critical edge (p; v(KI(G)(−r; x))) are contained in Q[S
i2fa; dg v(KI(G)(−i; x))

. Then if v(KI(G)(−r; x))= v(KI(G)(−a; x)) or v(KI(G)(−r; x))
= v(KI(G)(−d; x)), v(KI(G)(−r; x)) is adjacent to two critical edges and one critical non-
edge. Thus Seb}o’s Theorem 3 can be applied, and hence G is not minimally imperfect.
This is a contradiction. Thus v(KI(G)(−r; x))2 (Q − p) holds. Then from Lemma 1 it
follows that p is incident to at least two critical edges of G such that Q contains all
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of their endpoints. In the same way, we have that G has at least two critical non-edges
incident to q such that both of its endpoints are contained in S.
Thus, we have completed the proof of Lemma 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that G satises all of the properties listed in Lemma 2.
Moreover, let us assume that (p; q) is a determined edge of G. By this assump-
tion, q2NGdet(p), and hence either q2Q or q2VQ holds. On the other hand, since
Q\ S = ; and q2 S, q =2Q. Thus, q2VQ. Then, according to (6) of Lemma 2, for
some u2 (Q − p), (q; u) is a critical non-edge of G. On the other hand, according
to (7)of Lemma 2, S has two vertices r; s(r 6= s) such that both (q; r) and (q; s) are
critical non-edges. That is, the three vertices u; r and s are pairwise distinct and all of
the pair (q; u), (q; r) and (q; s) are critical non-edges. Thus, according to (P2), except
for SG(−u; q), SG(−r; q) and SG(−s; q), all of the -stable sets containing q are also
containing u; r and s together. Since fq; r; sg S = Tk2fb; x; cg SG(k), all of the three
-stable sets SG(b); SG(x) and SG(c) are dierent from SG(−r; x) and SG(−s; x). Thus,
at least two of them should contain fq; r; s; ug. And since (SG(b)[ SG(c)) SG(x),
fq; r; s; ug SG(x). Moreover, since u2Q,
u =2
 S
j2fb; cg
v(KI(G)(−x; j))
!
= SG(x)− S:
It means that u2 S also holds, while S \Q= ;. This is a contradiction. Hence (p; q) is
not a determined edge of G. In the same way, we can prove that there is no -stable
set containing fp; qg. That is, (p; q) is a weak pair of G. Thus, the proof of Theorem 1
has been completed.
3. Proof of Theorem 2
Throughout this section we will assume the following. Let G be a partitionable
graph. And suppose that (!(G) − 3)((G) − 3)>0, for otherwise the strong perfect
graph conjecture obviously holds. Moreover we will assume that G has a local semi-
web structure fv0; A; Bg (Fig. 5). Clearly, this is a subcase of the case where G has a
vertex v0 incident to 2(G)− 2 determined edges.
Then applying Seb}o’s Theorem 2 to G, it follows that there exists a unique order
v−(−1); : : : ; v−1; v0; v1; : : : ; v−1 of A[B so that A= fv−(−1); : : : ; v−1; v0g; B= fv0; v1;
: : : ; v−1g and fvi; vi+1; : : : ; vi+−1g is an -stable set in G for all i= −(−1); : : : ;−1; 0.
Let Svivi+ denote the (− 1)-stable set fvi+1; vi+2; : : : ; vi+−1g of G for all i= − (−
1); : : : ;−1 (Fig. 6). Then, since viSvivi+ vi+ is a co-forcing of G, (vi; vi+) is a critical
edge of G for all i= − (− 1); : : : ;−1. Moreover, G satises also the following.
Lemma 3. All of the following conditions hold for G.
(1) G has two (!−1)-cliques Qv0v1 and Qv0v−1 such that both v0Qv0v1v1 and v0Qv0v−1
v−1 are forcings of G. Moreover; Qv0v1 ; Qv0v−1 and A[B are pairwise disjoint.
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Fig. 5. The structure of G corresponding to a local semi-web of G.
Fig. 6. The structure of G in Theorem 2.
(2) Let K(vivi+) (i= − (− 1); : : : ;−1) denote the set of the !-cliques of G con-
taining both of the vertices vi and vi+. Then jK(vivi+)j=!− 1. Moreover; if
i 6= j; K(vivi+)\K(vjvj+)= ;.
(3) KG(−vi+; vi)=KG(−vi+1; vi++1) for all i= − (− 1); : : : ;−2.
(4) KG(−vi+; vi) is the only one !-clique of G which contains both of the vertices
vi and vi++1; for each i= − (− 1); : : : ;−2.
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(5) G− v0 is partitioned into exactly the following  !-cliques: KG(−v0; v1)KG(−v0;
v−1) and KG(−vi+; vi) for all i= − (− 1);−(− 2); : : : ;−2.
(6) For each !-clique of G; only one of the following four conditions holds.
6 (i) It is contained in
S
i=−(−1);:::;−1K(vivi+).
6 (ii) It is KG(−vi+; vi) for some integer i; −(− 1)6i6− 2.
6 (iii) It is either KG(−v0; v1) or KG(−v0; v−1).
6 (iv) It is one of the ! !-cliques containing v0.
Proof of Lemma 3. (1) The -stable set fvi; vi+1; : : : ; vi+−1g contains both of the
vertices v0 and v1 for all i= − (− 2);−(− 1); : : : ; 0. Hence, by applying (P2) to G,
it follows that (v0; v1) is a critical non-edge of G. And hence, according to (P1), G
has a unique (! − 1)-clique Qv0v1 such that v0Qv0v1v1 is a forcing of G. Similarly, G
has a unique (! − 1)-clique Qv0v−1 such that v0Qv0v−1v−1 is a forcing of G. That is,
KG(−v0; v1)=Qv0v1 [ v1 and KG(−v0; v−1)=Qv0v−1 [ v−1. On the other hand, (v−1; v1)
is a non-edge of G. Thus clearly, Qv0v1 \Qv0v−1 = ;. Now, since KG(−v1; v0)\A 3 v0
and KG(−v1; v0) is a clique and A is a stable set, KG(−v1; v0)\A= v0. Moreover, since
KG(−v1; v0)= v0 \Qv0v1 ; Qv0v1 \A= ;. Qv0v1 \B= ; is also clear. In the same way, we
also get that Qv0v−1 \ (A[B)= ;.
(2) Since vivi+ is a critical edge for any i= − (−1); : : : ;−1, it follows from (P2)
that jK(vivi+)j=! − 1 for all for all i= − ( − 1); : : : ;−1. Moreover, since −( −
1)6i; j6−1, if i 6= j, then (vi; vj) is a non-edge, and henceK(vivi+)\K(vjvj+)= ;.
(3) Since viSvivi+ vi+ is a co-forcing for any i= − ( − 1); : : : ;−2, it is deduced
from (P1) that, for all i= − (− 1); : : : ;−2,
KG(−vi+; vi) =K(SG(−vi; vi+))
=K((Svivi+ [ vi+)=K(fvi+1; vi+2; : : : ; vi+g)=K(vi+1 [ Svi+1vi++1)
=K(SG(−vi++1; vi+1))=KG(−vi+1; vi++1)
holds for G.
(4) The validity of (4) follows immediately from (3) and (P1).
(5) Since KG(−v0; v1)= (Qv0v1 [ v1) and v−(−1) =2Qv0v1 hold, v1 =2KG(−v0; v−(−1)).
And hence KG(−v0; v−(−1))=KG(−v1; v−(−1)) holds. Now let us assume that KG(−v0;
vi)=KG(−vi+; vi) holds for some integer i;−(−1)6i6−2. Then from (3), KG(−v0;
vi+1) =2K(vi+1vi++1) and hence KG(−v0; v(i+1))=KG(−v(i+1)+; v(i+1)). It means that
G− v0 is partitioned into the  !-cliques KG(−v0; v1), KG(−v0; v−1) and KG(−vi+; vi)
for all i= − (− 1);−(− 2); : : : ;−2.
(6) Let Q be an arbitrary clique of G. Then any two of the three conditions (6(i)),
(6(ii)) and (6(iv)) cannot hold for Q at the same time, because otherwise at least one
of jQ\Aj>2 and jQ\Bj>2 holds for G although both A and B are stable sets. Now,
according to (1), Qv0v1 , Qv0v−1 and A[B are pairwise disjoint. Thus, if (6(iii)) holds
for Q, then clearly, none of the three conditions (6(i)), (6(ii)) and (6(iv)) holds for
Q. Hence, no pair of the above four conditions holds for Q at the same time. On the
other hand, from (2) we get that jSi=−(−1);:::;−1K(vivi+)j=( − 1)(! − 1). Then
exactly (− 1)(!− 1) !-cliques of G satises (6(i)), exactly (− 1) !-cliques of G
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satises (6(ii)), exactly two !-cliques of G satises (6(iii)) and exactly ! !-cliques
of G satises (6(iv)). And since (− 1)(!− 1) + (− 1) + 2 +!= !+ 1, which is
the number of the !-cliques of G, every !-clique of G should satises at least one of
the above four conditions.
Thus, we have completed the proof of Lemma 3.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let us use all of the notations in Lemma 3. Since G − v0 is
partitioned into exactly ! -stable sets and jQv0v1 j= jQv0v−1 j=! − 1, G has at least
! − 2 -stable sets intersecting both Qv0v1 and Qv0v−1 . And since !>3, G has a pair
of non-adjacent vertices p and q such that p2Qv0v1 and q2Qv0v−1 and (p; q) is a
determined edge of G.
Suppose that there exists an !-clique K in G so that fp; vigK for some integer
i(6= 0; 1). Then since K(−v0; p)=K(−v0; v1)=Qv0v1 [ v1 6= K while q2K , K cannot
be an element of the !-clique partition of G − v0. And hence, from (5) of Lemma 3,
it follows that neither (6(ii)) nor (6(iii)) holds for K . Moreover, v0 =2K since (v0; vi)
is a non-edge of G. Hence (6(iv)) cannot hold for K . Thus, (6(i)) holds for K . It
means that, for any h=2; 3; : : : ; (− 1), (p; vh) is a determined edge of G if and only
if (p; v−(−h)) is a determined edge of G. In the same way we can show that for any
h=2; 3; : : : ; ( − 1), (q; v−h) is a determined edge of G if and only if (q; v(−h)) is a
determined edge of G.
Now suppose that (p; v−(−1)) is not a determined edge of G. And let Q be an
!-clique of G. Then p =2Q if Q2K(v−(−1)v1). It means that K(−v0; v1)=Qv0v1 [ v1
is the only one !-clique containing fp; v1g. Then each of the other (!− 1) !-cliques
containing p contain also v0 because every !-clique of G should contain at least one
of the -stable sets A and B. And hence, according to (P2), (v0; p) is a critical edge of
G. Then v0 is incident to the two critical non-edges (v0; v1) and (v0; v−1) and the one
critical edge (v0; p). Thus, applying Seb}o’s Theorem 4 on G, it follows that G has a
small transversal. That is, G is not minimally imperfect. In the same way, it follows
that G has a small transversal if (q; v(−1)) is not a determined edge of G.
Thus, we will assume from now on that both (p; v−(−1)) and (q; v(−1)) are de-
termined edges of G. Then, for any h=1; 2; 3; : : : ; ( − 1), (p; vh) [(q; vh), resp.] is a
determined edge of G if and only if (p; v−(−h)) [(p; v−(−h)), resp.] is a determined
edge of G. Then we can nd two integers i; j such that 16i; j>(−1) and both (p; vi)
and (q; vj) are edges of I(I(G)) (that is, determined edges of G). Moreover, we will
choose i; j so that ji− jj is minimum. i 6= j is clear, for otherwise the four vertex-pairs
(v0; p), (v0; q), (vi; p) and (vi; p) are determined edges of G and the two vertex-pairs
(p; q) and (v0; vi) are determined edges of G, and hence the cycle fv0 p vi q v0g is
a C4 as a proper induced subgraph of G. This is a contradiction.
Then if i>j holds, the cycle fv0 p v(−i) vi+1 : : : vj−−1 vj q v0g will be an odd
hole as a proper induced subgraph of I(I(G)). And otherwise the cycle fv0 p vi
v(i−−1) : : : vj+1 v(−j) q v0g will be an odd hole as a proper induced subgraph of
I(I(G)).
Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.
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